Soccer Champions Coaches' Clinics
Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach Sasho Cirovski

Session date

22 Feb 2019

Team/Age Group

U13+
Time available

Theme

Defending the Maryland Way

50 mins.

NOTES
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Two 8x8 grids separated by a 2 yard central channel. 3v1 in one grid with a defender in the
central channel and one target player in the opposite grid. Attacking team attempts to connect
three passes before playing across channel to target. Defending players attempt to win ball.
Defenders play for 60 seconds and then are rotated.
Coaching Points:
1. Communication from covering defender
2. First defender making play predictable
3. Determining passing lanes and denying them

4v2 Continuous. 3 Teams of 4. All in Separate Grids. Teams on the outside are looking to connect
5 passes before they can play across to the other side. The defensive team in the middle can send
2 players into the grid to steal the ball. If the ball is stolen or knocked out of bounds, the team on
defense replaces the team that made the mistake.
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Emphasis on defensive pressure from the 2 players in the grid and the other 2 are sliding for cover
Coaching Points: Immediate pressure on the ball, get the opponents heads down, 2nd defender
looks to intercept next pass. Make play predictable. Other players not in the grid are
communicating from behind and sliding into position. Make sure 2 in the grid also
communicating.
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4v4+2 in an 18x18 grid.
- Defending team looks to win possession and score in one of the four goals. Points can be
designated by coach. Attacking teams looks to keep possession. Points can be awarded by coach.
(certain number of passes). When dispossessed they immediately transition to defense to regain
possession or prevent scoring opportunities.
Progressions: Players on outside may only play one pass to another player outside and then must
play inside.
Coaching points:
1. Role of first defender
2. Quick transition to attack after winning ball
3. Deny penetration/split
4. Defensive mentality
4v4 + 2 with 2 targets on each end of a 30 yards wide x 20 yards long grid. The team in possession
attempts to score by playing in to a target, then receiving a lay off back in to the grid before
finishing on a small goal. Game is directional.
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Coaching points:
1. Immediate pressure
2. Deny the forward pass
3. Cover and balance to deny passing lanes/splits
4. Quick recovery when your line is bypassed
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